
Counts, Adds, and Batches

500, 1,000, 1,500 & 1,800 notes/per minute

Dual magnetic (MG) Dual magnetic (MG)
(Auto-set density levels)        (Auto-set density levels) New ultra-violet (UV)

(Auto-set density levels)

Roller friction type

Up to 300 notes

Up to 200 notes

2” x 3.4” to 4.3” x 7.3” (50mm x 85mm - 110mm x 185mm)

10.8”(W) x 9.1”(D) x 9.3”(H) (275mm x 230mm x 235mm)

100~240V AC,  50/60Hz

12.1 lbs. (5.5kg)

I/F connection via RS-232C system
External display device

QUALITY THE WORLD COUNTS ON
®

G l o r y  G F B - 8 0 0  S e r i e s
C u r r e n c y  C o u n t e r s

G F B - 8 0 0  S e r i e s
C u r r e n c y  C o u n t e r s

S p e c i f i c a t i o n s

Modes

4-Speed count selection
(Auto or manual start)

Counterfeit detection
(Programmable density levels)

Feed method

Hopper capacity

Stacker capacity

Countable note size

Dimensions

Power supply

Weight

Options

GFB-800 GFB-820 GFB-830
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The GFB series delivers high speed counting with low jamming or auto-stop

occurrences. The perfectly-placed control panel features a large keypad and

bright LED display for quick and easy operation. The large capacity receiving

hopper and ample input stacker make feeding and retrieving notes as simple as

with many full size machines. All three are a surprising lightweight 12 lbs. and

use standard 115V AC power supply.

Glory's veteran design teams constantly analyze exactly what financial businesses

require. At the top of the list for note counters is reliability and versatility.

Accurate counting is certainly expected, but thanks to Glory's experience in

design, construction and support it will never be time consuming. The GFB-800,

820 and 830 bring high speed counting to an office, to a desk, to your fingertips.

GLORY: Experience the
World Counts On
Glory's leadership and experience is an integral

part of all our cash handling products. Every one

is designed with top priority for rugged construc-

tion and durability. A full line of processing solu-

tions, including multi-purpose compact coin

sorters, currency counters, currency discrimina-

tors, cash dispensers, coin wrappers and coin

counters, provide superior performance day-in

and day-out for countless loyal customers.

Outstanding Features Inside

UW-200
Currency Sorter

PD-61
Cash Dispenser

®

TankTough
GFB-800 Series

WR-400
Coin Wrapper

Power and Practicality On
Your Desktop
Full-featured processing power in a compact design is

nothing new—Glory pioneered the technology genera-

tions ago. The tradition continues with the latest GFB

series of currency counters joining Glory's

comprehensive line of practical solutions for

any cash handling business. 

Glory's engineers have unveiled three of the

world's most practical yet powerful counters

to date: GFB-800, GFB-820 and GFB-830.

Constructed with tank tough components

throughout, these machines will outper-

form—and outlast—any other counter in its class. The

800 provides the cornerstone of useful features for the

series, and the 820 and 830 include the most precise

counterfeit detection on the market. Their handsome,

space-saving design is remarkably easy to use. Fast,

effortless currency counting begins the instant they're

turned on.

Glory's Singular Solution In
Three Great Counters
GFB-800: The first of three tank tough counters features

the essential advantages of this series. Small enough to go

anywhere and fast enough for any size job, GFBs count from

500 to 1,800 notes per minute. Operators choose either batch

total counts with auto (preset batch totals) or manual (batches

from 1-999). With an ample receiving hopper that holds up

to 300 notes, and an input stacker capacity of up to 200 notes,

routine counting will be simply more accurate and take less

time.

GFB-820: Starting with the basic features of the 800 then

adding counterfeit note detection, the GFB-820 uses twin

magnetic ink (MG) sensors to screen all notes. Suspect notes

stop the count for visual inspection and identification.  

GFB-830: Glory's technicians then added new ultra-violet

sensors for ultra-accurate detection with the remarkable 830.

The combination of MG and UV sensors deliver some of the

most reliable detection on the market—providing counterfeit

detection up to 90%* of all notes scanned.

*Based on independent test study conducted by Glory (U.S.A.) Inc.

GFB-800

GFB-830

GFB-820


